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ABSTRACT
Israel's

position

on non-proliferation

of

nuclear

weapons, traceable back to the 1950s has been a composite of
considerations on issues related
problems

treated

from

the

to global and regional

perspective

of

this

state's

apprehens ions.
Israel maintained that the complex international system
and worldwide political tension created a situation in which
comprehensive plans of disarmament could not produce any
positive result.

The deadlock in the field

complete disarmament has brought

Israel

of general and

to the realization

that one possible way to a l l e v i a t e the stalemate could be
progress by stages through partial measures of disarmament.
I s r a e l recognized the primacy of the nuclear problem
and

expressed

proliferation
Partial
favor

its

support

for

of nuclear weapons.

the

of

non-

In 1963 i t joined the

Test Ban Treaty and in 1968 i t

of resolution

principle

voted at the UN in

2373 which endorsed the text

of

the

Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons (NPT).
Although I s r a e l has not adhered to the NPT, i t has kept
the matter under constant review since the treaty entered
into force.
the

I t approached the question of adherence from

perspective

of

the

conditions

prevailing

in the Middle East, their bearing on and relationship to the
treaty and the implications for
security situation.
considerations

i t s peculiar political and

In the course of

centered

these years,

particularly

on the

Israel's

following

issues:
1.

A central component of the NPT is that i t applies to
conditions of peace.

?.

Th<- Middle
conflicts

East

such as

has been

plagued

by

inter-Arab military

rbiquitous

confrontations

and inter-Muslim r i v a l r i e s in addition to the ArabIsraeli conflict.
an escalating

These endemic conflicts have fueled

arms race characterized

by a steady

build-up of sophisticated and powerful weaponry, which
in turn were creating the risks of fresh outbreaks.
3.

The

practice

in

the

Middle

East

of

resort

to

conventional war as a way of s e t t l i n g disputes made
unilateral adherence to NPT unreliable.
4.

Some Arab s t a t e s and Pakistan were not party to NPT
and were not subject to fullscope

safeguards, which

meant an increase of the proliferation
5.

threat.

Reservations added by some Arab states with regard to
Israel

in

the

context

of

their

accession

to

multilateral arms control and disarmament conventions,
including the NPT made their adherence imcompatible

with the aims and spirit of the treaties.
6.

The Iraqi and Libyan intentions and efforts

in the

nuclear field did not enhance confidence that some
Arab states which adhered to the NPT would indeed
abide by their obligations under the treaty.
7.

NPT membership can be abrogated, either by withdrawal
from the t r e a t y on a three months notice or by
breaking the rules.

8.

The a b i l i t y

of

international

bodies

to

impose

effective sanctions on countries failing to live up to
their commitments is limited.
9.

The IAEA, which was entrusted with a central role in
the implementation of the non-proliferation regime,
has been manipulated

by the Arab states

into an

instrument of p o l i t i c a l warfare and i l l e g a l action
against Israel.
Israel

maintained

that

unilateral

acts

subscribing to the NPT or accepting fullscope

such as

safeguards

could not by themselves be considered a guarantee against
the proliferation of nuclear weapons in the Middle East- A
lasting and effective non-proliferation regime should be
achieved through a nuclear-weapon-free zone (NWFZ), which is
a regional arrangement based on a system of mutually binding
agreement and reciprocal commitments of the states of the

region.

The guiding idea derived

instruments
Treaty

and p r a c t i c e s ,

for

Latin

international

the model

America

experts

or

from international

and

of

the

legal

Tlatelolco

recommendations

governmental

officials

of
(for

example, the Palme Commission).
Israel

pointed

at

the

following

principles

for

the

establishment of a NWFZ in the Middle East:
1.

The

initiative

for

the

establishment

of

the

zone

should orignate with the states in the region.
2.

The states should carry out the negotiations

directly

among themselves.
3.

The

negotiations

limits

of

the

establishment,

should
zone,

the

contracting p a r t i e s ,
ensurinq effective

address
the

the

geographical

modalities

obligations

and

for

rights

its

of

the

the machinery and procedures

for

compliance, and any other means for

a v e r t i n g p r o l i f e r a t i o n as agreed by the n e g o t i a t i n g
states.
4.

lie formal, m u l t i l a t e r a l , contractual convention would
be binding upon a l l
their

signature.

Israel

believed

that

the

the

states

in the

region

implementation

of

upon

such a

scheme could be an important confidence-building measure,
could help reduce tensions between the s t a t e s of the region

and improve the prospects for progress in other areas.
Israel
take

part

expressed, mainly a t the UN, i t s readiness
in

a

process

aimed

materialization of this idea.

at

bringing

It also i n i t i a t e d

about

to
the

some moves

of i t s own, such a s :
1.

Frequent

appeals

to

the Arab s t a t e s

to e n t e r

negotiations to discuss the proper conditions
creation of a NWFZ in the Middle East,

into

for

the

independent of

the immediate settlement of the Arab-Israeli

conflict,

without preconditions, at any time and in any place.
2.

The introduction

in 1980 of a draft

UN c a l l i n g upon a l l

resolution at

the

s t a t e s of the region to convene a

conference to that end.
3.

The j o i n i n g

in

the

consensus

on

Egyptian

draft

resolutions annually since 1980.
In conclusion,

Israel's

position

on

non-proliferation

indicates that the establishment of a NWFZ, as i t r e l a t e s

to

the Middle East, could serve as a c r e d i b l e a l t e r n a t i v e

to

u n i l a t e r a l adherence to NPT and an effective
proliferation

in the region.

measure of non-

INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this essay is to present an analysis of
Israel's formal position on the non-proliferation of nuclear
weapons during the last thirty years.
This

presentation

is

based on statements

made by

Israeli leaders and officials and media interviews with them
in various international and Israeli arenas.

The material

used for this study includes the following sources:

United

Nations (UN) and International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA)
publications;

Israeli

government

parliamentary

(Knesset)

records;

publications
newspapers

and

and TV

broadcasts, both local and foreign.
This essay is divided into three major parts.

Part 1

treats Israel's view on the deadlock in the field of general
and complete disarmament.

Part 2 discusses i t s position on

ways to a l l e v i a t e the stalemate through p a r t i a l measures.
Part 3 presents Israel's proposal for a regional approach as
an alternative to global measures to non-proliferation.
The presentation is that of the author and does not
represent the views of the Government of Israel.
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THE PROBLEM:

DEADLOCK IN GENERAL

AND COMPLETE DISARMAMENT
Throughout history, there were patterns of human behavior
which

at various

gradually

stages

appeared

to be normative

came to be regarded as dangerous.

but

The ever

increasing destructive effects of novel, sophisticated and
diversified weapons of mass destruction added new dimensions
to conflicts between nations, created new tensions, produced
arms races and enhanced instability.

Therefore, in modern

times, attempts were made to find internationally agreed
upon methods to curb the arms race, to contribute to the
solution of disputes and to maintain international peace and
security.

Arms control and disarmament measures—consisting

of mutually binding agreements negotiated and concluded
between states--were regarded as mechanisms which could help
control

and

curb armaments,

settle disputes,

build

confidence amongst disputing parties and hence improve
national security of nations.
The Second Hague Conference of 1907 was the first in
thit> century

to approach

the

problem.

Ever

since,

discussions and conferences on arms control and disarmament
have been a permanent feature of international relations.
The various international efforts were concentrated on
designing comprehensive plans attractive to all parties by

taking

into account

the national

interests

of

each.

Negotiations carried out for many years under the auspices
of the League of Nations were interrrupted by World War I I .
The issue of

armament and disarmament

international

system acquired,

in

the

in I s r a e l ' s

post-war

view, new

proportions and dimensions unknown to past generations.
Throughout this era,

"science and history...narrowed

margins of safety within which nations used to dwell.
international
developments:

the
The

system was shaped by a number of major
the emergence of bipolarity, the introduction

of the nuclear weapon, the nuclear arms race, the emergence
of

new s t a t e s

decolonization),

(many of

them through

the process of

the prospects of proliferation of nuclear

weapons and a stalemate in the process of disarmament.
Israel maintained that the emergence of the nuclear age
influenced

the nature of international

relations

since

atomic power increased the destructive capacity of weaponry
and the nuclear powers were divided by differences of views
and conflicting interests.^

The novel destructive power of

nuclear weapons contributed

to a process

in which the

classical balance-of-power system was replaced by a balance
of terror based on nuclear deterrence.

This new element has

been by itself a source of instability in the international
system,

since

it

involves

uncertainties

such

as

10

mi sea leu 1 a t i o n s ,

rapid

changes

in

nuclear

weapons

technologies and systems, the invention and production of
new weapons systems,

the possibility of retaliatory action

in the event of an accidental

nuclear

explosion,

the

possible triggering of a nuclear war by accidental or other
means,

the magnitude and consequences of armed conflicts

and wars.7

The awareness of the potency of the forces of

annihilation at the disposal of the nuclear-armed powers has
served as a source of certain restraints vis-a-vis resorting
to armed conflicts or in "making the fatal step beyond the
brink."°

Nevertheless,

the danger that the balance of

terror would eventually break down in war continued
prevail,

to

although there was a general admission that world

wars could not be won.'

Yet an intensification

of

the

nuclear arms race was taking place. ^
Another most important development was the process of
decolonization,
stages '

the emergence of

and the consequent

new and independent

increase

"actors" in international p o l i t i c s .

in the number of

Many of these newly

emerging states were caught in ancient rivalries of the precolonial

rule,

such as c o n f l i c t s

Upheavals evolving from p o l i t i c a l ,

on r a c i a l

issues.

economic and social

changes ignited countless internal conflicts and served as
elements of increased i n s t a b i l i t y .

Many of these states
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were also involved in political and military disputes with
their neighbors.

The simultaneous proliferation

of

conflicts to 1979 produced some 135 major and minor wars
involving about 100 countries.' •*
These sources of tension provided the basis for several
trends.

The newly emerging nations had an interest in

satisfactory assurances against direct threats to their
security, political independence and territorial integrity
from

conventional

as well

as from nuclear weapons.

Emerging into a world of armed camps, they quickly learned
"the bitter lesson that those who threaten others must be
deterred by some equilibrium."1-'

As a result, a process of

dissemination of conventional armaments and acceleration of
regional arms races was taking place.

The spiraling arms

races, developing simultaneously in a number of regions,
including the Middle East, created an excessive accumulation
of and imbalance in conventional weapons of increasing
sophistication and destructive power, especially in areas of
tension. "

In turn, heavy armaments caused international

tensions and thus an interrelationship existed
international

tensions,

political

disputes

and

between
heavy

armaments. '
Since 1973, a new dimension has been added to the above
mentioned trend, i.e., the arms-for-oil trade deals.

The

12
monopolistic r i s e in o i l

prices has suddenly made some

underdeveloped Middle Eastern countries very rich.

They

accumulated vast amounts of petrodollars and as a r e s u l t
became a significant
momentum of

its

and independent factor acquiring a

own in

the r i s e

of

stockpiling

and

proliferation of sophisticated and expensive conventional
arms.

The industrialized

states,

faced by the economic

repercussions of the rise in oil prices, were compelled to
compete for the recycling of petrodollars and as a result a
growing export of arms and technological assistance for oil
import was taking place.
transformed

The transactions were gradually

from an aid program to a market based on

commercial considerations.
The vast amount of petrodollars enabled these Middle
Eastern states to purchase modern and sophisticated tanks,
artillery and combat aircraft at a rate which either equaled
or outstripped that of the Warsaw Pact or NATO forces. 1 8
For example, the volume of arms ordered and purchased by
Saudi Arabia alone could,

in I s r a e l ' s

view,

supply the

armies of the entire African continent as well as a majority
of the NATO forces and this at a time when i t s population
amounted only to some six million.

9

Large stocks of

"outdated" weapons arsenals were frequently

distributed by

these Middle East states to p o l i t i c a l c l i e n t countries in
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the Third World, thus contributing to the proliferation of
armed conflicts and their perpetuation in other parts of the
globe. "

Israel maintained that these developments created

not only dangerous situations in various regions themselves,
but were also a source of tension with potential
repercussions.

global

There was always the risk that a local war

might escalate into a nuclear war involving the nuclear
powers since there were areas of international tension on
the fringe of superpower conflict,

interests of external

powers in various regions and local conflicts involving the
nuclear powers.
Another major development in the post-World War II era
was the dissemination of nuclear technology and material in
the

international

arena which served the process of

establishing national nuclear programs in many countries.*
This trend increased the prospects that small nations, rich
in s c i e n t i f i c

power and a l s o gaining access

to such

knowledge, would become capable of manufacturing nuclear
weapons.
after

The prospect that, as time passed, one country

another would embark on such a course raised the

concern with the

problem

of

proliferation

of

nuclear

weapons.^
On top of these major developments was the failure of
the

United

Nations

to

serve

as

the

machinery

for

14
disarmament, to provide a source for progress in the field
and to extend adequate protection to small states.
became

involved

The UN

in long and bitter debates which,

in

Israel's opinion f were not conducive to the solution of
problems facing the international community."^

in addition,

the UN was engaged in a race of competing resolutions in the
field of disarmament.

It seemed to Israel that structural

and functional reforms in the organization of the machinery
for disarmament were initiated and performed simply as
cosmetic maneuvers to compensate for the lack of
progress in disarmament.

real

The result was an organizational

proliferation of bodies dealing with disarmament and the
growth of the negotiating forum.^

in addition, the UN

embarked on a process of being drawn further away from the
aims and principles enunciated in its Charter.

The various

UN bodies, and the specialized agencies of the UN system as
well, had their efficiency greatly impaired by the process
of r - Liticization, since they were forced to pursue tasks
contrary to those for which they were created. ?6

The UN

then became, in Israel's view, a forum for partisan warfare
rather than a mechanism under which substantive disarmament
negotiations could take place.
Israel realized that there was "an organic connection
between existing political disputes and the prospect of

15
disarmament,"27 including the prohibition of nuclear
weapons. ° Each influenced the other.

"Progress made in

the solution of international problems would enhance the
prospects for disarmament, while advance in the field of
disarmament might make hitherto unmanageable political
problems soluble."

However, in the divergent and complex

post-World War II international affairs, the various
disarmament proposals forwarded up to the year 1955, which
consisted of comprehensive plans involving all major
elements of disarmament, did not produce any positive
result.3^

Israel attributed the cause for deadlock to world

political tension. ^

The perpetuation of disputes and the

lack of mutual trust focused the main concern of states on
their political and security problems.

The different

situations confronting each one of them required specific
solutions to security concerns." As such, it became more
difficult to reconcile divergent national interests and
reach a general and complete disarmament scheme.

Israel

maintained that disarmament became a function of peace only
when "it was reciprocal, regulated, controlled and
meticulously safeguarded in all the details of its mutual
application."33
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THE APPROACH:

PARTIAL MEASURES TO NON-PROLIFERATION

Recognition of the Primacy of the Nuclear Problem
The

deadlock

brought I s r a e l

in

general

and

complete

disarmament

in the 1950s to the r e a l i z a t i o n

that

one

possible approach to a l l e v i a t e the stalemate could be the
piecemeal approach, e.g.,

gradual progress through stages.

The aim in such a case would be a more limited one:
working out of partial
include efforts

measures of

disarmament which would

to reach agreements in specific f i e l d s of

disarmament and arms control

that

control led. ^

"The need was not for

purpose,

for

but

necessary control
the

measure

the

practical

confidence

effectively

be

broad declarations of

agreements

and scrutiny

that

could

subject

to

the

and capable of expansion in
grew

out

of

successful

experience in limited disarmament projects."
Within this context,

Israel regarded the Conference of

the Heads of Governments of the Great Powers held in Geneva
in

1955 as

the

watershed

comprehensive to the partial
was followed

in

the

transition

from

the

approach to disarmament.37

by "a number of

proposals of

a limited

It
or

p a r t i a l nature, put forward in the hope that agreement on
some i n i t i a l step might open the way for a global plan."
Limited agreements had appeared possible since they were
more appropriate to the s i t u a t i o n than ambitious

overall

17
projects and because discussions had become more concrete
and technical. *
Within this framework, Israel recognized the primacy of
the nuclear problem and the need to subject the threat of
nuclear power to the rule of law.^

Being "fully aware that

the nuclear armaments race constitutes a grave threat to
world peace," Israel was "in favor of a l l practical steps
likely to reduce existing nuclear armaments and to prevent
their further dissemination."^

Two major approaches to the

issue were noted in the 1950s: the declaratory approach
which outlawed nuclear weapons and declared them "illegal,"
and the empirical approach which held that an agreement was
of value only to the degree that i t could be controlled.
Israel believed that only the second approach would offer
any chance of progress.

Progress toward solving the

problem of prohibiting nuclear weapons depended in the 1950s
upon securing the agreement of the nuclear powers. ^
Methods upon which they might be able to reach agreement
were regarded as the only ones l i k e l y to yield
results.

effective

Therefore, Israel supported the continuation of

such negotiations since as long as the nuclear powers were
engaged in discussion,

there was at

least

a chance of

reaching agreement.
Israel also expressed i t s support for the establishment
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of a system which would effectively advance this aim.

Such

a system had to be based on universal reciprocity between
a l l the states.

Furthermore,

...any arrangement to be concluded between
States, especially in areas of international
t e n s i o n , must take account of s t r a t e g i c
r e a l i t i e s , so as to ensure complete reciprocity
in order not to prejudice the security of any of
them. These arrangements must therefore include,
as part of a general control system, binding
mutual commitments between a l l States concerned,
providing for inspection and verification by each
other. 45
Although in the 1950s and 1960s Israel recognized the
primacy of nuclear disarmament, i t nevertheless maintained
that

l!

it was d i f f i c u l t to separate the problem of nuclear

disarmament from that of conventional disarmament.
difference
kind." 46

The

between the two was one of degree and not of
Israel

argued that

the prohibition

of

atomic

weapons, even with adequate international control, would
advance the cause of peace only if i t were certain that the
use of

conventional

conti.. _ led. 47

armaments would simultaneously be

Prom this point of view, "the aggressive use

of the atomic weapon i s not in a different moral or legal
category from the aggressive use of other weapons of
destruction." 48
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Adherence to the Partial Test Ban Treaty of 1963
As far

as nuclear disarmament was concerned,

Israel

maintained throughout the late 1950s that "the suspension of
nuclear t e s t s should occupy a key position in any i n i t i a l
disarmament scheme.

However, the proper context for the

suspension would be a more comprehensive plan for nuclear
disarmament."49
referred

Although Israel joined those in the UN who

to the discussions of the three nuclear powers

concerning an agreement on the cessation of nuclear weapons
tests under international control as representing a marginal
approach

to disarmament, i t nevertheless supported efforts

to reach such an agreement.

If those discussions were to

lead to an agreement—limited as i t may be to one area of
the environment such as the atmosphere--its significance
could,

in I s r a e l ' s

opinion,

be noteworthy for

several

reasons.
One reason was that an agreement on the part of the
nuclear powers would transform the whole psychological
atmosphere and could

lead to a far

reaching change in

attitude and approach to the entire disarmament problem.
might create a climate of international

It

confidence and

relaxation conducive to the solution of major p o l i t i c a l
problems

frozen

by

the

cold

war.

The

success

of

negotiations would mean the achievement of the first general

20
disarmament

agreement

international

control.

incorporating

a

system

of

Furthermore, the acceptance and

implementation by the nuclear powers of the principle of
international supervision and control in this field would be
revolutionary in i t s significance.
pilot project

It could serve as a

for the establishment of the control and

inspection arrangements of a wider agreement on general and
complete disarmament.

Therefore,

Israel associated

itself

with appeals to the nuclear powers to conclude, without
delay,

binding agreements providing

for

a system of

effective measures in the field of control and verification
which would guarantee that the cessation of tests would be a
lasting one.
Israel also held that the cessation of nuclear t e s t s
would help prevent the further dissemination of nuclear
weapons.

Nuclear

tests

in space,

the a i r ,

or the sea

caused, in i t s view, the greatest hazards and provided the
widest scope for the development of nuclear weapons.

They

also spurred the armaments race and increased international
tension.

Agreement in negotiations might be expected to

lead, as a necessary next step, to a halt in the production
of nuclear weapons in general.

A test ban would, therefore,

i n i t i a t e meaningful and real progress in disarmament in
general.

All these assumptions as well as reports that
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reliable means for detection and identification of nuclear
explosions did exist, led Israel to the conclusion that the
achievement of such an agreement was possible. ^
The day the Treaty Banning Nuclear Weapon Tests in the
Atmosphere, in Outer Space and Underwater, known as the
Partial Test Ban Treaty (PTBT), was initiated in Moscow on
25 July 1963, the Government of Israel welcomed it in an
official statement declaring:
Israel has consistently supported in the past all
efforts to ban nuclear tests. The Government of
Israel regards this agreement as an important
step towards the relaxation of international
tension and expresses the hope that it will be
followed by further concrete endeavours for the
attainment of complete and general disarmament.
On 8 August 1963, Israel signed the treaty in Moscow, London
and Washington

and on 15 January

1964 deposited

its

ratification.
The international appeal of this treaty embodied, in
Israel's opinion, the hopes which were attached to the
treaty for further progress in the field of disarmament and
international cooperation.

Israel, therefore, maintained

that as a result of this first step, new initiatives should
be taken on the issue of nuclear tests so that further
progress could be made in concluding a comprehensive nuclear
test ban treaty for all environments.

Within this context,

Israel recalled the desire expressed by the nuclear powers

22
to

reach

testing."

an

agreement

on banning

underground

nuclear

Israel/ therefore, suggested that a solution had

to be found for the remaining difficulty, the problem of
detecting and identifying underground

explosions

and

verifying compliance by taking advantage inter alia of the
evolution of scientific knowledge and the evaluation of
newly gained experience.

Israel recalled a statement made

in 1962 by the representative of the United Kingdom in the
UN maintaining that many seismic events could be identified
by national detection systems and once all such events could
be identified without the necessity of on-site inspection,
the problem

of devising

technical

means

of

detecting

violations of a ban on underground testing would no longer
exist.
Support for the Principle of Non-proliferation
Israel maintained that further progress in the field of
nuclear disarmament required the need to advance beyond the
questions of nuclear weapons testing on a broad front by
taking a number of simultaneous and interrelated steps. The
danger did not lie in the question whether nuclear weapons
were tested or not, but in the unlimited production,
uninhibited manufacture, stockpiling and dissemination of
these weapons.

Within this context, the

international

community was approaching a time when the capacity

to

23

manufacture nuclear weapons would spread to countries beyond
the nuclear powers "club," initially to countries with
scientific and industrial infrastructure and subsequently to
others as well.
During

the early

1960s, when negotiations

were

conducted by the two superpowers and the members of the
Eighteen Nation Disarmament Committee (ENDC) for the purpose
of drawing up the draft of a treaty on the non-proliferation
of nuclear weapons, Israel pointed out that such a treaty
should not be regarded as an end in itself, but a means
which should serve several objectives. Above all it must
advance and accelerate general and complete disarmament.

It

should also create a world totally free from nuclear arms.
In addition, it should be accompanied,

or

immediately

followed, by a number of steps, such as the conclusion of a
comprehensive nuclear test ban treaty.
But these steps should not be limited to the nuclear
field alone and other areas which had a direct bearing on
the prospects for nuclear disarmament had to be included as
well.

One related problem

in this connection was the

continuous dissemination and acquisition of conventional
weapons which led to increased tensions and wars and always
contained the risk of escalating into nuclear wars.

Israel

also suggested that, due to an interrelationship between the

24

growth of international confidence and disarmament, the
international community take such steps as breaking existing
deadlocks, reducing dangerous tensions, achieving a wider
measure of international accomodation and reducing military
bud-jets.
Finally,

if suitably formulated,

a non-proliferation

agreement should provide a certain measure of reassurance
with regard to the security concerns of the non-nuclearweapon states.

Within this context, it had to include an

article in which the signatories pledged themselves--in
accordance with their obligations under the UN Charter--to
refrain from the threat or use of force, to settle disputes
by peaceful means and to respect the territorial integrity
and political independence of all states.

Since a non-

proliferation treaty was considered just one step toward the
attainment of nuclear and general

disarmament,

Israel

suggested that in order to ensure that it was followed by
add-. onal steps it was necessary to keep it under regular
scrutiny.54

Israel also suggested that the application of

measures designed to prevent the dissemination of nuclear
weapons would require a closely-knit system of inspection
and verification, as well as absolute reciprocity between
all the non-nuclear states."
Following the submission of a Soviet-American joint
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revised draft

agreement on non-proliferation

to the UN

General Assembly as part of the 14 March 1968 ENDC report,
Israel maintained that being a country which "has a special
s e n s i t i v i t y to the security aspect," i t was only natural
that "we should give earnest scrutiny to security provisions
intended to accompany and compensate for the r e s t r i c t i o n s
that non-nuclear-weapon Powers would v o l u n t a r i l y assume
under the treaty." 5 6

On 29 May 1968, I s r a e l expressed i t s

views on the relative shortcomings of the joint draft treaty
in the debates of the F i r s t Committee of the UN General
Assembly.

I s r a e l maintained that the draft did not t r e a t

the issue of "dissemination of conventional weapons" which
"poses dangers no less grave and frequently more immediate
that that of nuclear arms."

As such, the draft provided no

answer to the problem of conventional warfare and the arms
race.

I t also contained no commitment by nuclear powers

that they would not use their nuclear weapons against those
who did not possess

them.

There was a l s o a lack of

u n i v e r s a l i t y as far as the nuclear powers were concerned
with regard to both adherence to the treaty and the proposed
security assurances.
principles

of

Article

The draft
2(4) of

treaty also omitted the
the UN Charter from

its

operative paragraphs, e.g., there was no reference to those
Charter provisions that a l l states should refrain from the
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threat or use of force in their international relations and
should s e t t l e their disputes by peaceful means.
there were certain

misgivings

in respect

Finally,

to the

draft

provisions on the peaceful uses of nuclear energy by nonnuclear-weapon states. 5 7
In spite of the above reservations and due to

its

recognition of the universal importance of the principle
expressed in the draft treaty, Israel announced on 29 May
1968 i t s readiness to vote for the proposed draft resolution
in the belief

that practical and satisfactory

solutions

would be found for the above mentioned problems. 58

The

modifications introduced on 31 May 1968 in the text of the
draft

treaty—consisting

mainly

of

the

addition

of

a

paragraph in the preamble recalling the Charter and changes
in Article IV relating to peaceful purposes—did not change
the announced basic approach of
treaty.

On 12 June 1968, Israel

forty-eight-power

draft

Israel

to the proposed

voted in favor of

the

as Resolution 2373(XXII) at the

1672nd meeting of the UN General Assembly commending the
Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons (NPT).59
The Question of Adherence to the NPT
In the aftermath

of the adoption of the 19 June 1968

tripartite resolution at the 1433rd meeting of the Security
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Council

as Resolution

255(1968)

entitled

"Measures

to

Safeguard Non-Nuclear-Weapon States Parties to the Treaty on
the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons"^ and the July
1968 opening of the NPT for adherence, Israel,

l i k e many

other states, was engaged in a steady and detailed study of
the treaty's provisions.

Throughout a sixteen year span

from 1969, Israel kept the matter under constant review,
taking

into account a v a r i e t y

of

considerations

and

implications of the treaty for i t s particular political and
security problems.61

Within this context, Israel took also

note of assessments and suggestions made by world leaders
and international officials

whose known strong advocacy of

the NPT were embedded with

reservations

related

to

limitations imposed upon the non-proliferation regime. A
combination of the major issues, as summarized and presented
in what follows, give a rather clear and overall picture of
Israel's thinking.
Israel maintained that the NPT contained "no commitment
by nuclear Powers that they w i l l

not use their
2

weapons against those who did not possess them.""
Security

Council

resolution

255

and

the

nuclear
Although

identical

declarations of the three nuclear powers (USA, USSR, United
Kingdom) "had a moral authority" which should not be
ignored,**•*

they

were

not

considered

by

Israel

as
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compensatory measures for several reasons.

First, there was

a "lack of universality...both with regard to adherence to
the

treaty

and with

assurances."64

regard

Secondly,

to

the

proposed

the resolution

and the

security
identical

declarations were "not embodying any binding commitment."^~*
Thirdly, although the nuclear powers were ready to guarantee
all

the smaller nations against nuclear war, Israel was

"concerned most with the conventional war and therefore...
some further
this

very

negotiations
important

maintained,

[were] needed before

document.

"

"there would be greater

[it

signed]

Therefore,
confidence

Israel
in

their

value if the non-nuclear-weapon States could be certain that
those who subscribed

to the

documents accepted

without

reserve the principle set forth in the last paragraph of the
preamble of the Non-Proliferation Treaty, with respect to
the o b l i g a t i o n

to r e f r a i n

from

the

threat

or

use of

force." 67
Israel also approached the subject from the perspective
of the conditions prevailing in the Middle East and their
bearing on and relationship to the NPT.
a central

component of

conditions for peace. 68
exist in the region.
diversities,

the

Israel learned that

NPT was the

existence

of

However, such conditions did not

The Middle East has been an area of

where r i v a l r i e s

and conflicts

triggered a
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constant instability.

The predominant Muslim-Arab culture

has made the area spanning North Africa, the Middle East and
South Asia geographically contiguous.
close cultural,

religious,

9

On the one hand,

technical and scientific

links

have been existing between various states of these regions.
On the other hand, the area has been ridden by tension which
in the past three decades erupted into over a dozen military
confrontations

due to problems existing among the Arab

states.

In addition,

there have been several

serious

conflicts

which have developed into armed confrontations,

such as the war between Iraq and Iran.
Another catalyst for regional instability has been the
unresolved Arab-Israeli conflict that erupted in several
wars due to the non-recognition of I s r a e l ' s right to exist
by the Arab states, their strife for i t s destruction,

their

turning i t into a primary target for military and political
belligerence and their opposition to negotiating with i t .
This conflict posed a threat to Israel's security.
One major feature

of these h o s t i l i t i e s

has been a

constant escalation of the arms race, characterized by a
steady build-up of new,

sophisticated

conventional weapons of destruction.

and expensive

The rapid growth of

the financial resources of the o i l producing Arab states
which followed the o i l embargo of 1973 and the subsequent
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quadrupling of
process.

oil

prices added a new element in

As previously

mentioned,

it

provided

this
the

opportunity for massive and unprecedented investment in arras
and a substantial boost to purchases of modern arms and
military equipment, as well as for investments in respective
military infrastructure projects. ^

In view of this, Israel

maintained that there was a striking inconsistency between
refusal

to abide by the UN Charter

by threatening

and

attempting to destroy a s t a t e , by the use of conventional
weapons, and at the same time resounding declarations of
support for

non-proliferation.71

Although

efforts

were invested

in

limiting

and

eliminating nuclear weapons, a l l wars had been waged with
conventional arms.
Middle East,

Moreover, in many areas, including the

these had been the arms that were creating

dangerous tensions and the r i s k s of fresh

outbreaks.

I s r a e l , therefore, was of the opinion that concern focused
on the nuclear

threat

should not confer

default on other means of mass destruction.
Israel

could not afford

conventional arms race. 72

legitimacy by
On i t s part,

to ignore the implication of a
In i t s view,

the more immediate

threat to many small countries arose from conventional
weapons and their indiscriminate dissemination rather than
from nuclear weapons.

Thus, states should be confident that
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there could be no threat to their existence, security,
political independence and territorial integrity from the
use of force of any kind, conventional or nuclear.7-^ Israel
maintained that "as long as the resort to war is not ruled
out,

little faith can be placed either in unilateral

declarations amounting to no more than self-denial
ordinances in the nuclear sphere or in the strict and
unbroken compliance with such pledges."7*
Another special feature of the Middle East situation
was the lack of universality regarding adherence by the
states of the region to existing international multilateral
arms control and disarmament agreements. For example, by
the early 1980s eight Arab/Muslim states neither adhered to
the NPT nor were legally bound by this non-proliferation
regime.
Arabia.75

This group included Algeria, Pakistan and Saudi
In addition, some Arab states added reservations

vis-a-vis Israel at the time they adhered to these arms
control and disarmament agreements. These reservations-introduced by Egypt, Iraq, Kuwait and Syria7^--dealt with
the inapplicability of any obligation in the relationship
between them and Israel by virtue of the multinational
treaty. Except for Egypt, which withdrew its reservation in
1980, the positions of the remaining Arab states have
remained

unchanged.

Israel

maintained that such
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declarations and reservations were incompatible with the
aims

and

spirit

of

the

treaties77

and,

therefore,

constituted an obstacle to the establishment of an effective
non-proliferation regime in the Middle East.
The attitude of various Arab states and Pakistan to
safeguards was also an issue which influenced
policy.

Israel's

Israel maintained that it created a situation in

which "the safeguards system as thus far developed is, in
the context of the Middle East, quite out of pace with the
growth of the proliferation threat." 8

For example, those

Arab states and Pakistan which were not party to the NPT
were not subject to fullscope safeguards.

Furthermore,

Pakistan concurrently embarked on a nuclear weapons program
based on the plutonium and enriched uranium courses through
the acquisition of unsafeguarded equipment, by exploiting
loopholes in nuclear exporters' guidelines.79
The implementation of the NPT in good faith on the part
of many states in the Middle East could not be assured. 80
There were some Arab states party to the NPT which had not
complied with or fulfilled their obligations in accordance
with Article III/4 of the NPT—pertaining to the conclusion
of safeguards agreements with IAEA—although doing so was an
inseparable part of their undertakings pursuant to the
treaty.

This group includes Syria and Tunisia.

Syria, for
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example, has in recent years carried out activities aimed at
the establishment of a nuclear infrastructure/ while its
safeguards obligations under the NPT were still

not

01 1
fulfilled more than a decade after ratifying the treaty.ft

Yet Article III/4 states that negotiation of such agreements
shall commence not later than the date of the deposit of the
instruments of ratification and shall enter into force not
later than eighteen months after the date of initiation of
negotiations.
In addition, there was no confidence that some Arab
states which adhered to the NPT would indeed abide by their
ft?

obligations under the treaty.°^

For example, throughout the

1970s Iraq and Libya initiated a series of uninhibited
efforts and measures in the nuclear field designed to
provide them with a military nuclear capability.
Israel's concern with the developments in Iraq was
motivated by the reading of the situation in the political
and nuclear spheres.

Iraq was regarded by Israel as "one of

the leaders of the extremist forces in the Middle East which
seek the destruction of Israel, even though the two
countries share no common border."

As an illustration of

this enmity Israel pointed to Iraq's participation in three
major Arab-Israeli wars and other campaigns and rejection of
any form of political accommodation.84

Since 1974, Israel
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maintained, "a new dimension was added to the Iraqi enmity
towards

Israel,

with

its

initiation

of

a series

of

uninhibited measures designed to provide i t with a military
nuclear capability.""
During

negotiations

with

France

on

a

nuclear

cooperation agreement, Iraq asked France to supply i t with a
Gas-Graphite-type reactor with a capacity of 500 megawatts
of e l e c t r i c a l power.
reactors

are designed

electricity.
plutonium,

Double purpose Gas-Graphite-power
to produce both plutonium and

They are best suited for the production of

and most of the plutonium used for

military

purposes by the nuclear powers i s , indeed, produced by this
type of reactor.

However, in the early 1970s the power

program based on this type of reactor, which was carried out
mainly in France, was discontinued.

Therefore, the Iraqi

request was regarded by I s r a e l as "highly suspect." 86

In

addition, I s r a e l noted that Iraq, which did not accept the
alternative offer of a conventional Pressure Water Reactor
(PWR) or Boiling Water Reactor (BWR), chose a very advanced
Osiris-type Materials Testing Reactor (MTR) fueled by highly
enriched uranium (93%) with a power output of 70 megawatts
of

thermal

power.

Although

the

plutonium

production

capacity of this reactor was considerably lower than that of
a natural uranium/heavy water reactor of similar power,

it
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still

remained,

s u i t a b l e of a l l

in I s r a e l ' s opinion, one of the most
a v a i l a b l e research r e a c t o r s for

production of weapons-grade plutonium.

the

Iraq also insisted

on the supply of weapons-grade nuclear fuel

(80

kg) and

declined proposals for low-enrichad fuel known as Caramel.87
In addition, i t acquired auxilliary f a c i l i t i e s capable of
sustaining a complete fuel

cycle and purchased several

hundred tons of yellowcake--large quantities of which were
not reported to the IAEA. Finally, Iraq attempted to obtain
intermediate-range b a l l i s t i c missiles with an effective
range up to 3,000 km and capable of carrying
warheads.8®

nuclear

The combination of a l l these components and an

evaluation of a l l the technical and other evidence

left

l i t t l e doubt in Israel as to the military nature of this
program.
Israel maintained that the scientific and technical
infrastructure already existing in Iraq,

the capability of

Iraq to u t i l i z e the supporting f a c i l i t i e s to convert the
concentrates to uranium metal or oxide and prepare i t for
irradiation

within

the

reactor

in order

to

produce

plutonium, and the capability of this reactor, operated at
the above output to produce 7-10 kg of plutonium annually,
could have enabled Iraq to accumulate sufficient plutonium
by 1985 to manufacture at least one nuclear device.

Iraq
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could have proceeded with its nuclear weapons program and
once ready it could have exercised its rights to withdraw
from the NPT on a three-month notice, as provided by Article
X of the treaty.

On this particular issue Israel pointed to

the remarks of Dr. Rudolf Rometsch, former IAEA Deputy
Director-General, Department of Safeguards, who maintained
at the Annual Meeting of the Institute of Nuclear Materials
Management in Arlington, Virginia in June 1977, that
the 'abrogation risk' has to be understood and
accepted.
This is a new notion in the nonproliferation discussion. It designates the risk
that a sovereign State might at any tirae-according to the rules or by breaking them-abrogate a safeguards agreement or a treaty
partnership. We have to live with such risks.
Although Iraq concluded a safeguards agreement with the
IAEA

in

1972

in connection

with

the NPT, which

was

subsequently supplemented in 1975 by an exchange of letters
with France, it could have exploited limitations in the IAEA
safeguards without fear of international sanctions.

Israel

maintained that the inspection procedure was contractually
limited.

Under the terms of the safeguards agreement, Iraq

was "entitled to accept or reject designated inspectors" and
"to determine

the time of the

proposed

inspection."

Delaying tactics could prevent inspections for long periods
of time. 9 0

To substantiate its concern with the potential

abuse by Iraq of conditions under which safeguards apply and
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of inspection procedures, Israel pointed to the IAEA's own
statement maintaining
safeguards
concerned

that

the effectiveness

depended on the cooperation of
and can only be as effective

permits, 9 1

As to the effectiveness

of

of

its

the

state

as that

state

international

sanctions in the case of Iraq, Israel maintained that "the
restrictions imposed on the ability of international bodies
to take action in the framework of the NPT were clearly
defined by the IAEA i t s e l f :
extent

'History has shown that the

to which international

bodies can impose

fully

effective sanctions on national governments is limited."'='2
The

Iraqi

historical

nuclear

program,

background of

this

viewed

against

the

country's extreme enmity

toward Israel, led Israel to the conclusion that i t would be
Iraq's principal target.
futility

Israel's search for relief and the

of i t s diplomatic efforts concerning Iraq which

spanned a period of six years from 1975, led to the military
operation of 7 June 198193 and the resultant destruction of
the Iraqi nuclear reactor.
Libya was regarded by Israel as an irresponsible and
bellicose Arab s t a t e , 9 4 and provided another example of a
state

which raised no confidence

in I s r a e l

that

adherence to international treaties in the nuclear

its

field

would indeed serve as a guarantee against the proliferation
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of nuclear weapons to the region.

Although it adhered to

the NPT in 1975, it was reported to have been searching for
nuclear weapons prior to and after that undertaking.

In the

early 1970s, Libya reportedly tried to purchase nuclear
weapons.

In 1979, it was reported to have participated in

an unsafeguarded international uranium transaction between
Niger and Pakistan, two states that have not adhered to the
NPT.

Libya was also reported to have provided extensive

financial assistance to Pakistan. -* Finally, Libya had also
purchased

several

hundred

tons of uranium

from Niger,

apparently without reporting this to the IAEA. 96
efforts

to acquire

a nuclear

weapons

Libya's

capability

were

regarded by Israel as "a development of the utmost gravity,
especially in the light of Libya's involvement in a number
of conflicts in Africa, the Mediterranean and the Middle
East." 97
Another issue of concern was Pakistan's relationship
wi Mi some Arab states in the nuclear field.

Israel was

aware of reports that Pakistan had been a recipient of
extensive financial assistance, not only from Libya but also
from Saudi Arabia--a non-party to the NPT.

Saudi Arabia,

which expressed admiration for the Pakistani achievements in
the nuclear field, was reported to have tried to influence
Pakistan to curtail Iraqi financial support in return for
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sharing Pakistani know-how.98

However,

Israel

maintained,

i t could not overlook the possibility of Iraqi-Pakistani
technical cooperation in the manufacture of crude nuclear
explosive devices."
Another problem was the manipulation of the IAEA's
policy-making organs by Arab states into instruments of
p o l i t i c a l warfare and i l l e g a l action against I s r a e l .

The

IAEA has been, since i t s foundation in 1957, an autonomous,
independent and technically oriented agency within the UN
system "based on the principle of the sovereign equality of
all

i t s members."

twofold:

I t s s t a t u t o r y functions

have been

to promote the peaceful uses of nuclear energy and

to ensure that assistance intended for these purposes would
not be diverted to military purposes.*^0

Since the early

1970s i t was also entrusted with a central role in the
implementation

of

the

non-proliferation

regime,

as

formulated by the NPT through the application of safeguards.
However, the Agency has not been j u s t a technical oriented
organization.

Its policies and activities are determined by

two policy making organs--the Board of Governors and the
General Conference.
The Board is the executive organ of the Agency dealing
with a l l

major questions

involving the a c t i v i t i e s and

programs of the Agency, including application of membership,
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approval of safeguards, important projects, safety standards
and the like.

It is composed of representatives from 34

member states which were designated or elected according to
a formula that was based on the criteria of the level of
advancement in nuclear technology and equitable geographic
representation.

This statutory plan was designed to ensure

at least a chance of periodic election of states through
rotation.

As far as the Arab states, Iran, Israel and

Pakistan were concerned, their representation on the Board
was regulated by a statutory formula by which the Board
should

at

all

times

include,

i.n..t£r_ a^l.i.a^,

four

representatives for Africa, and two for the area of the
Middle East and South Asia.

These areas were also allotted

two additional floating seats, shared with other regions.
However, while the majority of the states in the Middle
East, including those which did not adhere to the NPT, have
been represented on the Board for several terms since 1957,
Israel was never elected,
opposition

to

Israel's

representing the region.

due particularly

inclusion

among

the

to Arab
states

The membership of the Arab states,

Iran, Israel and Pakistan on the Board between 1957 and 1986
is illustrated in Table 1.
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TABLE 1
MKMBERSHIP OF THE ARAB STATES, IRAN, ISRAEL AND PAKISTAN
OS THE BOARD OP GOVERNORS OF THE IAEA: 1957-1986
State

Periods of Membership

Algeria

1967-69; 1973-75; 1981-83;
1985-87.

4

Egypt

1957-58; 1958-60; 1964-66;
1971-73; 1976-78; 1981-82;
1982-83; 1983-84; 1984-85;
1985-86.

10

Iran

1963-65; 1968-70; 1974-76;
1977-79.

4

Iraq

1960-62; 1974-76; 1980-82;
1983-85.

4

—

Total of
Periods

-

Israel
Jordan

1984-86.

1

Kuwait

1977-79.

1

Lebanon

1966-68; 1973-75; 1980-82.

3

Libya

1975-77; 1982-84.

2

Morocco

1963-65; 1969-71; 1978-80;
1984-86.

4

Pakistan

1957-59; 1961-63; 1965-67;
1969-71; 1973-75; 1976-78;
1979-81; 1982-84; 1985-87.

9

Saudi Arabia

1972-74; 1978-80.

2

Sudan

1973-75; 1980-82; 1985-87.

3

Syria

1970-72; 1983-85.

2

Tunisia

1965-67; 1977-79; 1983-85.

3

Sourcu:
IAEA/GC/RES/ INDEX/1957-76 (Vienna: IAEA, 1 9 7 7 ) : 8 - 1 1 ;
IAEA/GC/RES/INDEX/1977-81 (Vienna: IAEA, 1982): S-«; IAEA, Board o f
Governors and Permanent M i s s i o n s of Member S t a t e s , no. 61 (Vienna: IAEA,
1982): 7s IAEA, ?ras3 .Release, PS 82/31, 25 September 1982; IAEA, Press
Release, PR 83/24, 17 October 1983; PR/84/20, 1 October 1984; PR/85/14, 30
Septemoer 1985.
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Israel expressed its objection to this situation for
several reasons.

It maintained that the principle of an

equitable system of regular rotation in UN bodies was aimed
at ensuring

that all

UN member

states be given

the

opportunity of serving in them and at emphasizing, inter
a_^_ia_, that each one of them could

contribute

collective effort on an equal footing. °
the

IAEA,

"the principle

distribution

to the

In the context of

of equitable

geographical

between regions presupposed

equity within

regions" and no discrimination contrary to the spirit and
letter of the IAEA should exist.

In Israel's opinion, "no

official recognition could be given to regional designation
of members until every country within the region had an
equal opportunity of making its voice heard in the region
and being

nominated

by

it." 1 0 2

Therefore,

Israel

has

suggested that "the Governors review the regulations with
regard to membership of the Board of Governors with a view
to ensuring that all Member States can in practice attain
membership
rotation."103

of

the

Board

by

an

equitable

system

of

Such a system "would prevent discrimination,

stabilize the numerical strength of the Board and assure all
Member States of a fair and reasonable opportunity for
serving on the Board at all times." 104
The fact that Israel has never served on the Board
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meant, in practice, that it was deprived of the opportunity
to influence the decisions and policies adopted by this body
through active participation or to present its positions
when its interests were at stake.

It also meant that it had

to put its trust into an executive body the composed of many
states that either did not maintain diplomatic relations
with

Israel

or

were

quite

hostile.

Under

such

circumstances/ there was always the possibility that .as a
result of initiatives of member states hostile to Israel,
the Board would not exercize its functions impartially with
regard to Israel.

The latest example was provided by the

Board's 10 June 1981 decision, following Israel's military
operation against the Iraqi nuclear reactor, not to permit
the Permanent Representative of Israel

to the IAEA to

exercise the statutory right of a member state to present
its position to the Board when the interests of this state
were discussed.^°^
Like the Board, the General Conference has also not
escaped increasing politicization, extraneous to the mission
and purposes of the Agency and the functions of the General
Conference.

The General Conference, which according to the

Statute consists of representatives of all member states and
convenes once a year, deals with the election of members to
the Board, approval of application for membership, approval
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of the Agency's budget and the annual report.

However, the

General Conference was drawn by Iraq into
recrimination of the Arab-Israeli conflict.

political

For example, on

23 September 1976, the General Conference adopted resolution
GC(XX)/334, initiated by Iraq, which invited the Palestine
Liberation Organization (PLO) to attend the sessions of the
General Conference in the capacity of observer in defiance
of the IAEA statutory instruments which did not provide for
the participation of observers that were neither a state,
nor an intergovernmental organization (IGO), nor a nongovernmental organization (NGO).

Israel pointed out that

the Agency could not benefit in the technical field from
association with the PLO, nor could the PLO
assistance from the Agency.

receive

Therefore, by adopting the

resolution, the General Conference submitted, in Israel's
opinion, to political pressures and the invitation extended
to the PLO "cast serious doubt on the future of the Agency
and its inspection activities."106
In addition, the General Conference was also compelled
to exceed its mandate based on the provisions of the Rules
of Procedure and of the IAEA Statute to take various actions
against Israel and to gradually and unlawfully encroach upon
its privileges and rights of membership.

An example of what

was regarded by Israel as a misuse of the General Conference
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for

the advancement of

political

aims was provided by

resolution GC(XXV)/381, adopted on 26 September 1981, to
immediately suspend the provision of any assistance
Israel
Another

to

under the Agency's technical assistance program.
example

was

the

rejection

of

the

Israeli

delegation's credentials to the 26th session of the General
Conference on 24 September 1982 by resolution GC(XXVI)/404.
Both decisions, i n i t i a t e d and sponsored by Iraq following
the I s r a e l i military operation against the Iraqi reactor,
were defined by Israel as arbitrary and discriminatory acts.
They were regarded as incompatible with the IAEA Statute and
in

violation

of

the

principle

of

universality

in

international organizations, which had been confirmed by the
UN General Conference.
These decisions were regarded as discriminatory because
Israel was singled out for special attention and sanctions.
Within this context, Israel pointed out that no action was
taken at the IAEA following the bombing by Iranian j e t s of
the Iraqi nuclear complex near Baghdad in September 1980. "
As such, the decisions adopted against Israel were carried
out,

in Israel's opinion, for political reasons.

They were

dragging the Conference into a political debate on a matter
of

international

peace and security which did not

fall

within the competence of the IAEA but was primarily the
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responsibility of the UN Security Council.
Conference had helped to convert
instrument of p o l i t i c a l

As such, "the

the Agency into an

warfare and had endangered the

Agency's authority, which i t owed to i t s reputation as a
responsible

and autonomous body." 1 " 8

consequences were regarded

by Israel

The
as

potential

grave,

since

"disregard for the legal basis of the Agency on grounds of
political expediency by a majority of Members would deprive
the IAEA of

its

ability

to achieve i t s

objectives and

perform credibly i t s functions as laid down in i t s Statute."
Furthermore, Israel stated, "there was no greater damage to
the international non-proliferation regime and to world
peace than a politicized safeguards system."1"^
In light of the above, the question arises as to the
p o s i t i o n of
particular

Israel

issue,

on adherence to the NPT.

successive prime ministers of

On t h i s
Israel

indicated that adherence to the treaty should follow only
after an overall settlement of the Arab-Israeli dispute. On
7 September 1975, Prime Minister Yitzhak Rabin stated that
"in case that there would be an overall settlement, that is
to say a peace agreement, we will sign every agreement about
a non-proliferation

treaty." 1 1 "

On 9 June 1981, Prime

Minister Menachem Begin stressed that Israel was prepared to
sign the NPT on condition that the Arab countries make peace
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with and recognize Israel. Therefore, "as far as the nonproliferation treaty is concerned, we ask our neighbors
first of all to sign with us peace treaties, make with us
peace."'
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THE PROPOSAL:

THE REGIONAL APPROACH

The Endorsement of the Regional Approach
to Non-Proliferation
Because of the general situation prevailing in the Middle
East and, particularly, given the nature of the relationship
between the parties involved, Israel concluded

that

unilateral acts such as subscribing to the NPT or accepting
fullscope safeguards and other restraints of a technical or
institutional nature could not by themselves be considered a
guarantee against the proliferation of nuclear weapons in
the region.

It was Israel's belief that in such a volatile

area as the Middle East, a lasting and effective nonproliferation regime would be effectively achieved by taking
into consideration

the region's political

problems. 'L

Within this context, Israel considered it important to
establish a system of reassurances and mutually binding
obligations among all the states to abstain from introducing
nuclear weapons into the region.

^

It was Israel's belief

that this aim could best be achieved through a regional
arrangement.

*

This approach was based on several considerations and
assumptions.

Most disputes or conflicts in the area were

qjxly regional and did not respond to global treatment.
smaller group of states which shared certain

A

regional
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interests might find it easier to reach an agreement on
complex issues than would all the members of the UN.

States

in one region would be provided with a viable alternative to
hostilities and could establish the institutional facilities
for negotiations.

In return, the institutional framework

could help the parties involved in a dispute to agree on
measures, which would subsequently reduce fears and tensions
and create a more propitious climate for settlement of
political disputes.

As such, it would serve as a confidence

building measure. 11 ^

The regional approach, then, "would

contribute to the promotion of stability, mutual confidence
and cooperation within the region and hence facilitate
negotiations on some of the areas identified for universal
action."
Within
regional

this context,

arrangement

had

it was pointed out that the
already

been

regarded

as

an

effective complement to global measures and an important
constituent in the step-by-step approach to disarmament.
It was considered

consistent with international

legal

instruments and practices worked out since World War II.

In

this connection, Israel mentioned the provisions of the UN
Charter, and particularly Article 1, under which member
states undertake "to take effective collective measures for
the prevention and removal of threats to peace.

'

It also
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pointed to regional disarmament agreements in the nuclear
field

which had

been

achieved

uninhabited

and inhabited

Treaty for

the Prohibition

in

regions,

relation

to

particularly

both

to the

of Nuclear Weapons in

Latin

America (Tlatelolco Treaty), which was the first and so far
the only treaty establishing a nuclear-weapon-free

zone in

an inhabited region on the basis of the above mentioned
principles. 1 1 8
To f u r t h e r
approach,
leaders,

Israel

stress

the v i a b i l i t y

pointed

to

of

suggestions

the

regional

made by world

studies prepared by international

experts and

proposals aired by groups of governmental o f f i c i a l s

from

countries representing different political backgrounds.

For

instance,

Israel

referred

President John F. Kennedy,

to the suggestions made by
and Soviet Foreign

Minister

Andrei Gromyko, namely that "what happened in Moscow on the
question of nuclear tests can and should happen in various
part;"

;>f

peace."119

the world

where

local

tension

threatens

the

Another example, the "Comprehensive Study on the

Question of Nuclear-Weapon-Free Zones in All I t s Aspects"
carried out by an ad hoc group of governmental experts under
the

auspices

of

the

Conference

of

the

Committee on

Disarmament and published in 1975, contemplated no means
other than direct negotiations among the s t a t e s concerned
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with regard to the procedures for the creation of
zones. 11 ^

Israel

also frequently

such

pointed to the Final

Document of the Tenth Special Session of the UN General
Assembly,

adopted by consensus

in July

1978,121

as

reflecting the widely held view that the establishment of a
nuclear-weapon-free zone, freely arrived at among the states
of

the

region

concerned,

constituted

an

important

disarmament measure and presented a credible alternative to
NPT.'•"
the

Finally,

Israel referred to the statement made by

Independent Commission on Disarmament and Security

Issues following the Commission's meeting in Mexico City in
September 1981.

This commission, known as the Palme

Commission, regarded nuclear-weapon-free zones as one of the
most effective means for preventing the proliferation of
nuclear weapons and expressed support for their creation on
the basis of arrangements freely arrived at among the states
of the region concerned.

J

Prosposals for Regional Arrangements in the Middle East
Israel's

perception of the r e g i o n a l approach to non-

proliferation has also been given practical expression on
several occasions since the 1950s in the elaboration of
conceptual schemes and the proposal of various steps for
implementation in the Middle East.

Since 1957, Israel has

proposed that the possibility, pending general and complete
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disarmament, of working out regional schemes for limitation,
appropriately guaranteed,
schemes "could

should not be ignored.

and should

also

reaffirm

Such

a complete

renunciation of war and a renewed pledge to abstain from
active hostility" in any form. 2 ^
I s r a e l expressed i t s readiness to cooperate with any
attempt to produce a local arms limitation plan which would
reduce tensions and relieve economic strain.^ "
w i l l i n g to p a r t i c i p a t e f u l l y

I t w a s a

in any discussions of

iso

this

kind, with a view to working out a solution for reducing,
and if

possible eliminating,

the crushing

burden of

armaments which continued to weigh on the e n t i r e region of
the Middle East. 126
Another proposal, outlined at the UN in 1960 and one of
the planks in the Israeli Government's program as approved
by the Knesset (Parliament), was c a l l e d for "the complete
disarmament of

Israel

and the Arab s t a t e s under mutual

inspection and control." 127

In 1961, Israel called upon the

Arab s t a t e s to cooperate with i t in the elaboration of a
program to that end. 1 2 8

I t repeated t h i s c a l l

in 1962,

adding that such a scheme cover a l l types of weapons and
that

the

Arab

states

"accept

the

method

negotiations as the only means for solving a l l
between

them and

Israel."1 2 ^

In

addition,

of

direct

differences
"to

lessen
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tensions and to a l l a y

fears

of

armed c o n f l i c t , "

the

Government of Israel presented in 1963—from the rostrum of
the UN General Assembly--a disarmament scheme in which i t
proposed to a l l the countries of the Middle East to pledge
themselves:
(1) To respect the political independence and
t e r r i t o r i a l integrity of a l l the States in the
region;
(2) Not to interfere in the internal affairs of
any other State;
(3) To renounce the threat or use of force;
(4) To abandon policies and practices of
belligerency, including boycott and blockade;
(5) To s e t t l e a l l disputes by peaceful means;
(6) To enter into negotiations with the object
of achieving complete disarmament with mutual
inspection, covering a l l types of weapons. 3 q
In 1964, Israel maintained that the solution lay in an
integral

and coordinated

nuclear disarmament.
Israel

approach to conventional

In elaborating this basic approach,

maintained in the subsequent two years t h a t a

treatment

of

the

nuclear

accompanied by reference

issue

alone

"which

is

not

to the conventional arms race"

contained both substantial and p o l i t i c a l
First,

and

weaknesses.

there were no nuclear weapons in the region. 1 ^3

Secondly, the amassing of conventional armaments in an area
of international tensions and strife and the introduction of
heavy aggressive arms caused a s p i r a l l i n g arms race and
created a dangerous situation

in the region

itself.134
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Thirdly,

"there i s close interrelationship between the

curbing of the technological development and agreements on
conventional arms balance." •3O Finally, "in the absence of
mutually agreed conventional disarmament, there can be no
salvation

for

this

region.

conventional weaponry.

The crux of

the matter

It is necessary in the first

to talk about disarmament of existing weaponry.

is

place

Should such

a disarmament take place, nuclear weapons anyhow w i l l not
enter our area."1 ^6
The proposed scheme of complete disarmament covering
all

types of

weapons was meant to

include

the

non-

introduction of nuclear weapons into the region1^7 and the
prevention of the spread of such weapons to the Middle
East. 1 ^

Israel's considerations on this particular

issue

were related to the circumstances prevailing in the region
and their

impact.

In

1969,

Israel

maintained

that no

mutually deterrent nuclear balance of t e r r o r - - s i m i l a r to
that existing between the two superpowers—would be relevant
for

the

Middle

possibility

that

East. 1 ^ 9

Israel

some Arab s t a t e s

must

contemplate

capable of

the

mounting

nuclear programs would "try their luck to drop nuclear bombs
without giving f u l l

thought to the consequences of such

i n i t i a t i v e s for their nations.

One would not want to see

the State of Israel l i v e in the shadow of a Damocles Sword
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handled by irresponsible hands."140
In corapliarce with the policy that Prime Minister Levy
Eshkol initiated in May 1964, Israel stated that i t "has not
initiated and will not initiate the introduction of new arms
or

any

sort

of

new weapons

into

conventional or non-conventional."
that I s r a e l w i l l

14

not be the f i r s t

the

Middle

This policy,
to introduce

weapons into the Middle East, has been officially

East,
namely

nuclear
restated

ever since by successive governments of Israel on numerous
occasions. 142
Appeals for Negotiations on the Establishment of a
Nuclear-Weapon-Free Zone in the Middle East
Israel has elaborated i t s views annually in the debates of
the UN General Assembly since 1974, when the issue of the
establishment of a nuclear-weapon-free zone in the Middle
East was brought up for discussion
subsequently by Egypt.

first

by Iran and

The various Iranian and Egyptian

draft resolutions laid down in their operative paragraphs
the following main principles for the establishment of such
a zone: 143
1. Pending the establishment of the zone and during the
process of i t s establishment,

the states directly concerned

declare solemnly that they w i l l refrain on a reciprocal
basis from producing, acquiring, testing or in any other way
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processing nuclear weapons and nuclear explosive devices and
from permitting the stationing of nuclear weapons in their
territory or in the territory under their control by any
third party.144
2.

Adherence to the NPT as a means of promoting the

objective of establishing the zone.
3.

Pending the establishment of a zone, the states agree to

place all their nuclear activities under IAEA safeguards.
4.

Pending the establishment of the zone, the states

declare their support for establishing such a zone in the
region and to deposit these declarations with the Security
Council for consideration as appropriate. 4->
5.

The Secretary-General of the UN was invited to explore

the possibility of making progress toward the establishment
of the zone in the area of the Middle East through a
preliminary process of consultations with the states.
6.

The nuclear weapon states should refrain from any action

contrary to the objective of establishing the zone under an
effective system of safeguards and to cooperate with the
states of the region to that end.
Israel

treated

the

Iranian

and

Egyptian

draft

resolutions as worthy of most serious consideration by all
the states involved.

The establishment of a nuclear-weapon-

free zone in the Middle East "would be a desirable further
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step towards a just and durable peace in the region."
addition to preventing nuclear proliferation,

In

"the very

establishment of such a zone would in i t s e l f constitute a
confidence-building measure...and would 'serve to reduce
tension 1 in the region." 147

I s r a e l , therefore, expressed

its support for the proposals concerning the establishment
of such a zone. 1 "
Israel abstained in the votes on draft

resolutions

adopted annually from 1974 to 1979 by the General Assembly
of the UN, however, due to reservations with regarding their
wording and for reasons related to the modalities proposed
by t h e i r

sponsors. 1 4 ^

I s r a e l pointed out t h a t

these

modalities were neither in accordance with international
general practice nor in conformity with the precedent of the
Treaty of Tlatelolco. 150

They were considered by Israel "as

not practical and self-defeating,

since without f u l l and

frank consultations between a l l States concerned, conducted
in an atmosphere of mutual trust and goodwill, the proposal
could not be realized."

Moreover, "in the absence of a

negotiated agreement, i t is evident that a mere series of
u n i l a t e r a l proclamations...would be nothing but a f u t i l e
exercise in rhetoric,
1

binding meaning." -*2

without any practical or

legally

The issues involved in the operative

paragraphs of those resolutions were exceedingly complex and
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such a matter as the establishment of a nuclear-weapon-free
zone could not "be settled by correspondence through the
5

Secretary-General

^

o r

by "unilateral

depositions of

declaratory statements of intent," 154 or by a mere series of
unilateral acts.
Israel stressed that a proposal purporting to bring a
nuclear-weapon-free zone into existence in the Middle East
could only be put into practice following concerted action
of a l l states concerned.

First, "the i n i t i a t i v e for the

establishment of such a zone should originate with the
States

in

the

region."

Secondly,

"the

preliminary

consultations necessary for reaching this aim should be
carried out directly among [the states]." 1 5 5

Thirdly,

the

negotiations between the states in the region, namely the
"process of intergovernmental consultation similar to that
which preceded the adoption of the Treaty of Tlatelolco and
other international
should

"address

instruments of

themselves

to

like

character,

the modalities

for

°
the

estab1'?hment of the zone, the obligations and rights of the
contracting S t a t e s ,

the machinery and procedures

for

ensuring the effective compliance of the States with the
obligations undertaken by them and any other means for
averting
States."

proliferation,
In

as

addition,

agreed
the

by the

negotiating

negotiations

on

the
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establishment of such a zone "should also include the major
question

concerning the geographical

zone." 158

l i m i t s of

this

This issue was of relevance "in view of

the

relations between certain States in the Middle East with
some States bordering the region."1 ^
maintained,

"the definition

Therefore,

Israel

of the area should be wide

enough to include the States bordering on the Middle East
which were not members of a nuclear-weapon-free zone."1^"
Israel concured with the view that "the arrangements
should promote the economic, scientific and technological
development of the members of the zone through international
co-operation on a l l peaceful uses of nuclear energy." 161
Ultimately, this process should lead to the conclusion of a
formal, multilateral, contractual convention,
signature would be "binding upon a l l
region.

"^

Thus, to be successful,

6

^ which upon

the States in the

a nuclear-weapon-free

zone in the Middle East should be a r e s u l t of an agreement
reached "through voluntary and mutual agreement and the
States of the region," 164 and

reciprocal commitment of a l l
"based

on mutual

assurances,

Tlatelolco

Treaty

of

Latin

effective,

"the reduction

of

on the p a t t e r n

America."
tension

creation of a...nuclear-weapon-free

165

To be

of

the

truly

must precede the

zone." 166

As pointed

out, "only an unambiguous commitment to peace by a l l parties
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concerned, together with a contractual and lasting peace
agreement

between them,

proposal of t h i s kind.

can give

°

real

substance

to a

As for the u n i l a t e r a l acts and

proclamations proposed by the various draft

resolutions

submitted by Iran and Egypt, Israel was of the opinion that
they "could only be meaningfully made after the successful
outcome of negotiations for the establishment of a nuclearweapon-free zone in the region."168
Israel

expressed

diplomatic

its

process

materialization

readiness

aimed

at

to

take part

bringing

about

in a
the

of the idea of establishing a nuclear-

weapon-free zone in the Middle East and initiated some moves
of i t s own.

In 1974, Israel stated that i t "will co-operate

with any diplomatic moves designed to contribute to the
cause of

peace

in the Middle East and w i l l

readily

participate in any direct multilateral consultations of the
States

of

proposal."

the

region

to

further

the

goals

of

the
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In 1975, Foreign Minister Yigal Allon stated

that

"Israel supports the proposal for a nuclear-weapon-free zone
in

the

Middle East

and w i l l

be ready to enter

into

negotiations with a l l States concerned in order to a t t a i n
that objective." 1 7 0

In 1976, I s r a e l called upon i t s Arab

neighbors "to s i t together without any prior conditions and
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discuss peace; if this i s not acceptable to them we are
prepared...to discuss arms control and the proper conditions
for the creation of a nuclear-weapon-free zone in the Middle
East,

independent

Furthermore,

of

an

immediate

settlement." 1

in i t s note of 14 September 1976 to the UN

Secretary-General,

"Israel

reaffirms

its

readiness

to

participate in a conference of a l l States of the region and
to negotiate

forthwith

the establishment

weapon-free zone in the Middle East."1

of a nuclear-

2

The invitation to i t s Arab neighbors to join in direct
negotiations with a view to establishing such a zone was
repeated in 1977 by Foreign Minister Moshe Dayan.

•* The

signing of the peace treaty with Egypt proved, in I s r a e l ' s
view,

that "direct

negotiations

can s o l v e

seemingly

intractable problems and that this path offers the best hope
for progress."

Therefore, since 1979 i t has proposed that

"such direct negotiations with the participation of a l l

the

States in the region could s t a r t without preconditions at
any time and in any place."

I s r a e l , for i t s part,

stated

that i t "stands ready to begin such negotiations without
delay or preconditions."174

This approach was reiterated by

Foreign Minister Yitzhak Shamir in a Knesset debate on 30
July 1980, and twice at the UN General Assembly: by the
I s r a e l i ambassador in i t s 38th session (1983), and by the
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foreign minister in i t s 40th session (1985).175
At the 35th session of the General Assembly (1980),
I s r a e l had introduced a draft

resolution,

the operative

paragraph of which
1. Cal Is upon a l l States of the Middle East and nonnuclear-weapon States adjacent to the region, which are
not signatories to any treaty providing for a nuclearweapon-free zone, to convene at the e a r l i s t possible
date a conference with a view to negotiating a
multilateral treaty establishing a nuclear-weapon-free
zone in the Middle East;
2. Urges a l l States of the region to s t a t e by 1 May
1981 their willingness to participate in the
conference. 76
Israel maintained that i t s "offer to the Arab States of the
region and to States adjacent to the region is an unlinked
deal."'''

I t appealed to them since "regardless to their

political differences and without prejudice to any political
and legal

claim,

these States must be prepared to take

concrete steps toward the achievement of
17

objective." ®

this

vital

This proposal, however, was rejected by most

Arab states, particularly by the Rejectionist Front, and as
a result, Israel withdrew i t s draft resolution. 179
in June 1981, Israel further elaborated i t s proposals
on the matter.

I t "formally and urgently turns to

all

States of the Middle East, and to States adjacent to the
region, and requests that each indicate in the course of
1981 t h e i r

consent

to the

holding

of

a

preparatory

conference to discuss the modalities of such a conference of
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States of the Middle East, with a view to negotiating a
multilateral treaty establishing a nuclear-weapon-free zone
in the Middle East."^®^

Furthermore, taking note of an

Egyptian proposal aired in April 1981—which suggested the
preparation of a study on the modalities for establishing
such a zone ° --Israel, on its part, proposed that "the
study be undertaken by qualified experts from Middle East
States, including Israel." In its opinion, there was "no
need to wait until all Governments in the Middle East see
their way to endorsing such a study:

undertaking it in a

manner proposed by Israel would, by itself, constitute a
valuable step in the direction of building much-needed
confidence between the States of the region prior to the
holding of the preparatory conference proposed above."
At the 36th session of the UN General Assembly held in
1983, Israel again called upon "all the States of the
region, for the sake of their common future, to take
concrete steps towards the establishment of a nuclearweapon-free zone in the Middle East."183 As far as Israel
was concerned, Prime Minister Menachem Begin stated on 1 8
June 1982 in his address to the Twelfth Special Session of
the UN General Assembly that "Israel is prepared to
negotiate and sign such a treaty

[patterned on the

Tlatelolco Treaty] with all its neighbors in the Middle
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East." 1 8 4
This approach led Israel to express reservations as to
the modalities envisaged by the Egyptian draft resolutions
introduced at the 35th session of the General Assembly
(1980), and it has continued this annually since the 37th
session

(1982).

maintained
designed

During each of these sessions, Israel

that the Egyptian

draft

resolution,

though

to attain the same aim, "omits mention of the

negotiating process, without which...the treaty for the
establishment of a nuclear-weapon-free zone in the Middle
East is unlikely to come about."185

Nevertheless, because

it wished to signify its support for the establishment of
such a zone, it joined the consensus on this issue during
the above mentioned sessions.186
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The approach
proliferation

of

points

the
to

State

of

an organic

Israel

connection

to

non-

between

p o l i t i c a l disputes and the prospect for establishing an
effective

non-proliferation

particularly

regime.

to the Middle East.

This

applies

In this region,

the

existing p o l i t i c a l setting and the structure of relations
between states makes unilateral adherence to international
ajreements

on arms control

and disarmament

unreliable.

Israel considers the growth of confidence between states and
the

success

interrelated

of

a

non-proliferation

regime

issues influencing each other.

as

two

Progress made

in solving problems between states would enhance prospects
for preventing the spread of nuclear weapons to the region,
while advancement in the field of non-proliferation might
make hitherto unmanageable p o l i t i c a l
Therefore,

problems soluble.

Israel proposes the establishment of a nuclear-

weapon-free zone in the Middle East, which would be achieved
through direct negotiations between the states in the area
on the model of

the Treaty of Tlatelolco

as the

sole

approach to a stable and enduring non-proliferation regime
in this region.
From I s r a e l ' s perspective, the task of averting the
spread of nuclear proliferation to the Middle East makes i t
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imperative upon a l l
political

states in the region to overcome their

differences

and i n i t i a t e negotiations aimed at

working out relevant collective measures.

Such negotiations

should be carried out independent of political
disputes and c o n f l i c t s .
effectively

solutions to

The promotion of any attempt

to

implement such a scheme would depend upon an

agreement by the states in the area to several principles:
1.

The carrying

out

of

direct

negotiations

without

preconditions and in good faith.
2.

The formulation of a treaty defining the obligations and

rights of the contracting parties, establishing the
machinery for ensuring compliance of states with i t and any
other issues agreed to by the negotiating states.
3.

The flexibile approach to the definition of the zone.

4.

The acceptance by a l l s t a t e s of the provisions of the UN

Charter and other accepted norms of international

law as

standards for conduct of relations.
The establishment of a nuclear-weapon-free
l i r ° s could have additional benefits,
well as the global level.

zone on such

on the regional as

In addition to strengthening the

means against proliferation of nuclear weapons in the Middle
East,

direct

negotiations

confidence-building
region.

could

measures

introduce

between

the

much needed

states

of

the

Negotiations could also help reduce tensions,

and
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hence, could improve the prospects for progress in regional
arms limitation as well as create a framework for regional
cooperation

on wider

issues.

Thus,

the

successful

negotiation and implementation of a nuclear-weapon-free zone
in the Middle East, along with measures of conventional arms
control, could change the political situation in the region.
Such a scheme could also contribute to greater

progress

toward general and complete disarmament on the global level.
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